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No other global entity represents the manifestation here on Earth of “The 
Dark Triad” shown above better than THE KHAZARIAN CABAL, aka The 
KHAZARIAN TRIAD, which has ruled the whole world for centuries. 

This satanic triangle of planetary power, force and influence, which 
oversees the global power structure today, has actually existed for 
millennia. 

However, although THE KHAZARIAN CABAL resides at the peak of the 
pinnacle of the world power pyramid, it, too, is subordinate to the much 
more powerful extraterrestrial dark forces known as the Archons. 

[In Gnosticism, the archons (from Greek arkhon, “ruler”) were malevolent, sadistic beings who 
controlled the earth, as well as many of the thoughts, feelings, and actions of humans. They 
assisted their master, the demiurge, with the creation of the world, and continued to help him 
administer his oppressive rule.]

What are those three international crime syndicates that have strategically 
terrorized and traumatized all of humanity, especially over the past 250 
years?  

The following three international crimes syndicates represent the 3 primary 
entities of the Khazarian Cabal:

KHAZARIAN MAFIA
ASHKENAZI BANKSTERS
ZIONIST WARMONGERS

Each of the mega-criminal entities listed above operates in close 
coordination with the other two. 

In this way, they are used to constantly shock and awe the world 
community of nations, which then keeps the entire planetary civilization in 
the state of constant fear and anxiety.
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These 3 murderous “hidden syndicates” are populated by genocidal 
maniacs, criminally insane psychopaths, inveterate warmongers and 
hardcore terrorists.

They are quite well-known in some circles (of the initiated) for their utterly 
cataclysmic handiwork in being at the root cause of the following:

The Armenian Genocide,
World War I,

Bolshevik Revolution,
Spanish Flu Pandemic,
The Great Depression,
Holodomor Genocide,

Chinese Civil War,
World War II,
Korean War,

The Holocaust,
Chinese Cultural Revolution,

Vietnam War,
Cambodian Genocide,
Rwandan Genocide,

Yugoslav Wars,
Iraq Wars,

9/11 Terrorist Attacks,
War on Terror,

Afghanistan War,
Syrian War,
Libyan War,
Ukraine War,

COVID-19 and 
the COVID-19 Super Vaccination Agenda
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And, this is only an abridged list of devastating wars, calamities and 
plagues thy’ve caused since the beginning of the 20th century… although it 
does represent the very worst of their malevolent conspiratorial plots and 
global crime sprees carried out against all of humanity.

THE BOTTOM LINE: 

Until the human race fully understands the nefarious workings of THE 
KHAZARIAN TRIAD, nothing will ever change on planet Earth.

Contextual Background and Reference Material:

The KHAZARIAN MAFIA: You Don’t Know, What You Don’t Know!

https://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/the-khazarian-mafia-you-dont-know-what-you-dont-know/

